
Note on Coton Mill, Milwich, Stone, Staffordshire 

Grid Ref: SJ 9774 3148    On Gayton Brook, tributary of R. Trent 

1. I found a lot of interesting machinery in this mill when I visited on 18th 

Aug 1966, but the building was in poor state and had already been 

propped up by two hearty buttresses apparently quite some years 

before. I also met an elderly man there whose name turned out to be Mr 

Ferneyhough who said he was 76 years old and born in the parish, and 

gave me the pieces of historical information and ownership details 

recorded on the form mentioned below. Only a few years after my visit I 

heard that it had been demolished because it had become dangerous. 

2. During/after my visit I filled in an SPAB watermill survey questionnaire 

form, rather untidily, but never sent it, nor apparently a copy, in to SPAB. 

The information in the form is as follows, with comments in square 

brackets. See also my photos for further details. –  

 Mill is of red brick; 3 floors. 2 crude buttresses [mill was built on dam of 

pond, which was evidently not sufficiently stable]. Pond, about one-third 

of an acre, now dry. Usual overflow arrangement. 

 

 Mill is owned by Mr Hupton, who lives locally. Tenant Mr Chadwick, 

Coton Mill, not Coton Mill Farm. Mill last worked 60 years ago, or a bit 

later, perhaps about 1910. Mr Ferneyhough took corn to the mill when 

he was a lad. Some years ago John Martin was the miller; he specialised 

in milling, but also owned the farm. His son Percy continued but soon 

went to Gayton Mill [the next mill upstream]. John’s other son, William, 

continued at Coton Mill. Mr F remembers Percy and William and 

perhaps John. After that a George Cope (farmer) did some milling there 

for local farmers. He was the last to run the mill. [I wonder whether John 

Martin was the same person, or a relative of, the miller of that name in 

1878 of Worston Mill, Gt. Bridgeford, father of “The Staffordshire Harry 

Lauder”.] 

[Mr F] can well remember meal being ground at the mill, but there was 

no flour made in his time. [Apparently at the time of my visit the dresser 

had been removed].            

There used to be a stable adjoining the mill at the opposite end from the              

waterwheel.     



A flint mill [for grinding pottery materials] once stood in the fields 

adjoining Coton Mill.  

 Waterwheel. One, internal, very high breast (pitchback),14ft dm x 5ft6in 

wide; cast iron hubs [with attractive cast 

“webbing”] wedged on shaft. Channel-iron arms 

bolted on, six [each side], braced [to opposite 

arm] by ¾” rods [<see sketch, redrawn from 

notes, and photo]. Iron plate 

buckets linked one to another with 

iron bars – see sketch >. About 8 

to10 gallons each [could well be an 

underestimate]  

     Water wheel shaft: Iron, round with four ribs, 1ft dm, about 10ft long. 

Pentrough; large iron pentrough with impressive ‘lid’ above waterwheel 

opened by racks and pinions and gearing from outside mill. 

 Gears. Pit wheel – 6ft dm, one casting, 90 iron teeth cast solid with 

wheel, 6 radial arms.    Wallower – 2ft dm, one casting, 32 solid teeth, no 

arms.    Gt spur wheel – 8ft dm not including teeth, several castings, 104 

solid teeth, 8 radial arms.    Stone nuts - 2, each 1ft 4in dm across teeth, 

15 wooden teeth, no arms.   No crown wheel on the upright shaft. Extra 

nut off gt spur wheel is 1ft 8in diam with 4 radial arms, 24 wooden 

teeth. It is mounted on a 3in dm steel or iron shaft (vertical). This drives 

a horizontal shaft on the 2nd storey on which are two iron pulleys, one 

for sack hoist and one for a machine internally. The exterior pulley [see 

photo] is also on or driven off this shaft.  A saw bench [gone] was driven 

from this [external] pulley. 

 Upright shaft. Iron, height of one storey, round, 6in dm. 

 Millstones. 2 pairs both 4ft 4 in dm. octagonal tuns, one (rectangular) 

horse and one (quite long) slipper [feedshoe] 

remain; hoppers [like so, redrawn from notes>]. 

Damsels; one is an ordinary 4 armed metal damsel, 

and appears to be identical with the one on the 

floor at Gayton Mill. The other, which looks like a 

model of a rocket, is wooden with metal projections for arms. The top 

bearing of it is a wooden point.   



 Sack hoist; on the top floor (3rd storey), beam and catch type, off the 

horizontal shaft [see above], wooden upper pulley. 

 

3. Robert Sherlock in his book “The Industrial Archaeology of Staffordshire” 

mentions two interesting things about this mill which I had overlooked - 

“the way in which the stone nuts were thrown out of gear by slip-cogs is 

rare” and  “in the north-west corner of the mill is a kiln which existed in 

March 1833, at which time the machinery of the mill was entirely new.” 

He also points out that the webbing between the waterwheel arms 

mentioned above is similar to that at Wood Mill, Yoxall.  

4. The Mills Archive has a list of mentions of mills in the Staffordshire 

Advertiser compiled by Betty Fox. This has two mentions of Coton Mill, 

one under Milwich and the other under Buckley. 

5. Staffordshire record office online catalogue indicates that they have 

several items on this mill, including photos from the County Council 

survey. 

 

John Bedington, 2021 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

My photos relevant to this note: 

B/W photos: Taken 18th August 2018 – ST40a, front of mill, looking up 

approach road; ST40b, waterwheel end of mill nearest camera, with Mr 

Ferneyhough, who had brought corn to the mill 60 years before (2 negs very 

slightly different); ST40c,view of mill looking east; ST40d, looking south from 

millpool side, waterwheel end of mill; ST40e, sack hoist; ST40f, waterwheel 

buckets and pentrough; ST40g waterwheel shaft and one of the hubs; ST40h, 

the main gears; ST40i, the main gears, close up; ST40j, stone nut and part of gt 

spur wheel. 

Colour slide: Taken 18th August 1966 – STj1, tailrace side, waterwheel end of 

mill. 

 


